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TalkButton features a resizable toolbar.   
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1. Introduction 
 
TalkButton reads text out loud from Microsoft Word documents using 
high quality multilingual voices installed on your Mac.  
 
To aid the listener/reader, TalkButton can highlight words or lines as 
they are spoken and can automatically scroll to keep text at eye level. 
It can change the voice or language with a single click. It can quickly 
format all text to your predefined font, size, bold and zoom settings for 
a uniform page look (especially useful for certain visually impaired 
users). Audio of the spoken text can be recorded into iTunes for sync 
with an iPhone, iPad, or other portable device.  
 
TalkButton can copy selected text from almost any application on 
your Mac to a Microsoft Word document where it is read out loud.  
 
TalkButton is quick and responsive and creates an agile text-to-
speech environment for users who need to hear text spoken. 
 
Many people use Microsoft Word for their text processing, yet 
Microsoft Word has a limited built-in text-to-speech capability. 
TalkButton changes that. 

 
Unlike other text-to-speech solutions, there is no extra 
window or screen reader in another application to switch to 
or to focus on or to deal with. Text-to-speech conveniently 
takes place where you work, in your actual Word document. 

 
 
Some Key Features: 
 

• Responsive interface controls text-to-speech with an 
unobtrusive, movable, toolbar which can be resized like a 
window, making the buttons easier to see and click. 

• High quality multi-language voices are freely available for 
download from Apple or for purchase from other companies.  
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• Active everywhere mode: one click copies selected text from 
almost any application on your Mac (Safari, Pages, Preview, 
etc.) to a dedicated Word document, formats the text to your 
settings and reads it right in Microsoft Word. 

• Highlight spoken text word-by-word or line-by-line. 
• Automatically scroll each line being read. (Word draft mode only) 
• One click formatting of entire document for easy visualization. 

Use your preferred font and page layout, remove all images and 
extraneous elements except text. 

• Conveniently uses Microsoft Word as the text-to-speech 
environment instead of another window in another program. 

• Repeat last text-to-speech. 
• Fast forward text-to-speech. 
• Easy recording of text-to-speech audio into iTunes. MP3, AIFF, 

AAC, Apple Lossless, or WAV formats. 
• Echo (audio feedback) of characters, special keys, etc. as they 

are typed.  
• Fine tuning of individual voice speed and volume.  
• Change voice or language quickly and easily without a long-

winded visit to system preferences. 
• Configurable hotkeys to control TalkButton from keyboard. 
• Fast switch between two favorite voices (e.g., two different 

languages) using a hotkey. 
 
 
TalkButton is especially useful for people with certain types of vision 
impairment, people with dyslexia, language students, children 
learning to read, multitaskers, proofreaders… Anyone who wants or 
needs to listen to what is written.  
 
(Note: TalkButton has not been designed for profound or near total 
blind users. Given the great variations in vision impairment, it is difficult 
to be precise about who would benefit using TalkButton. For many 
disadvantaged users, TalkButton can be of great utility. Please take 
full advantage of the free trial to test its suitability.)  
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2. System Requirements 
 

•  Microsoft Word for Apple Macintosh version 14.1 or version 15, 
part of Microsoft Office 2011 or 2016.   
(version 15 of Microsoft Word is installed as part of Microsoft Office 2016 for Macintosh, 
version 14 as part of Office 2011. The VBA option (Visual Basic for Applications), must be 
installed for TalkButton to function with version 14.1) 
 

•  TalkButton version 2.5 (64 bit) and above requires an Apple 
Macintosh computer with an Intel Processor running OS X 10.9 
(Mavericks), 10.10 (Yosemite), 10.11 (El Capitan), macOS 10.12 
(Sierra), 10.13 (High Sierra), 10.14 (Mojave).  
 

•  Earlier versions of TalkButton (32 bit) are compatible down to 
Mac OS X 10.7 (Lion), 10.8 (Mountain Lion). If an earlier version 
is required, please contact support@talkbutton.net.  
 

•  TalkButton is not compatible with Windows or iPhone or iPad or 
Android.  
 

•  As of version 2.5, TalkButton is 64 bit. 
 
Like all software, TalkButton can not be guaranteed to work on newer systems or applications that 
Apple or Microsoft might release, though every effort will be made to quickly extend compatibility. 
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3. Compatible Languages 
     

TalkButton works with the Mac's built-in voices. Free downloads of 
these realistic, high quality (HQ) voices, are available from Apple.  
 
Either go to System Preferences à Speech (Dictation & Speech) à 
Text-to-Speech à System Voice à Customize.  
 
Or from Sierra, macOS 10.12, go to: 
 
System Preferences à Accessibility à Speech à System Voice à 
Customize. 

 
Or just click 'Download Voices' in TalkButton’s voice preferences. 

 
                                             

Arabic*, English (US, UK, Australian, Indian, Irish, Scottish, South 
African accents), Chinese (Chinese, Hong Kong, Taiwanese), Czech, 
Danish, Dutch, Finnish, (French (French and Canadian accents), 
German, Greek, Hebrew*, Hindi, Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian, 
Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese (Portuguese and 
Brazilian), Romanian, Russian, Slovak, Spanish, Swedish, Thai, and 
Turkish. 
 

Languages and voices from other sources compatible with the Mac 
also work with TalkButton. 
 
*Highlighting and auto-scrolling may not function as expected with right 
to left languages such as Arabic or Hebrew. Please test TalkButton for 
compatibility with these languages during the trial period.  
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4. Install 
 
To install TalkButton, visit www.talkbutton.net and download the 
installer to your downloads folder. Double click Install TalkButton.dmg. 
A window appears with the EULA (End User License Agreement) 
which you must agree to in order to install the program.  
  
Now simply drag TalkButton to the applications folder.  
 
Open the applications folder, find TalkButton, and double click its 
icon (or right click à Open) and follow the directions.  

 
When installing TalkButton, you may be advised that 
your security settings do not permit installation. To allow 
TalkButton to be installed, simply right-click (control 
key, click) TalkButton and select "Open". Click Open 
again. This procedure is needed only once.  
 

 
Drag the TalkButton icon to the dock if you would like it to 
be more accessible. 

 
To run TalkButton, double click its icon or click its dock icon. 
 
TalkButton will request one time permissions to control the Finder, 
Microsoft Word, iTunes, System Events, and System Preferences on 
your Mac. Please see the next chapter. 
 
If Microsoft Word is installed but not up-to-date, TalkButton will ask 
you to update it. Visit the help menu of Microsoft Word and select 
"Check for Updates". TalkButton can’t run with an incompatible 
version of Microsoft Word. Updates are free from Microsoft.  
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5. Accessibility & Automation 

After installing TalkButton, your Mac may ask if you want to allow 
TalkButton to control your computer. For TalkButton to work with 
Microsoft Word, iTunes, and the speech system of your Macintosh, 
please unlock and check this accessibility setting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To manually configure the accessibility setting, go to System 
Preferences under the Apple menu. In Mac OS 10.7, 10.8, go to 
Universal Access and check “allow access for assistive devices”. In 
Mac OS 10.9 (Mavericks), and above, go to System Preferences à 
Security & Privacy à Privacy à Accessibility, unlock with an 
administrator password, and check TalkButton.  

TIP: If you are updating TalkButton from an earlier version, you might 
have to uncheck and then recheck the accessibility setting. 

As of macOS 10.14 ‘Mojave’, there are further security dialogs which 
may appear at various times asking for permission to allow TalkButton 
control over various applications such as ‘Finder’, ‘iTunes’, ‘System 
Events’, ‘System Preferences’, ‘Microsoft Word’, etc. 

See the following images for examples of what you may expect. 
 
Please click OK to allow TalkButton to work with these applications. 
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6. Uninstall 
 
If you wish to uninstall TalkButton, if activated, first launch and 
deactivate it from the TalkButton menu. Connect to the internet and 
select 'Deactivate from this Mac...'. This frees one activation allowing 
TalkButton to be reactivated again on any compatible Mac. (see 
Chapter 8, Activations and Licensing) 
 
Then to uninstall, simply drag TalkButton to the trash from its location 
in the applications folder.  
 
Done. 
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7. Trial 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once TalkButton is installed, a free 30 day trial can be initiated. Click 
the Trial button to begin.  
 
An internet connection is required to start trial periods.  
 
During the trial period, TalkButton functions without restrictions. 

 
The number of days remaining in the trial period is written at the top of 
the TalkButton toolbar when TalkButton launches, or it can always be 
found in 'About TalkButton' under the TalkButton menu. 

 
Thirty days after the trial begins, TalkButton stops functioning. 
 

Extend Trial 
 

Should more time be required to test TalkButton, an email can be sent 
to extendtrial@talkbutton.net with a request and contact details. If the 
request is accepted, an extend trial key will be returned via email. An 
internet connection is required to begin an extended trial.  
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8. Activations & Licensing 
 
After purchase, TalkButton must be activated to function permanently. 
 
Activation is a technical measure which associates a copy of 
TalkButton with the Mac it is installed on in order to combat software 
counterfeiting and to improve quality control for customers. 
 
For each activation purchased, you have the right to activate and use 
TalkButton on one computer. By deactivating TalkButton on one 
computer, you have the right to activate TalkButton on another. 
 
Activation is typically performed over an internet connection. After 
purchase, a product key (a unique number) identifying the license 
holder and the quantity of activations purchased is sent to the 
purchaser via email. When this product key is entered into 
TalkButton's activation dialog, TalkButton can be activated. The 
process is simple and takes a few seconds.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A hardware 'signature' of the computer is recorded on our activation 
system. The IP address of the computer and the date of activation is 
noted for administration purposes. 

 
TalkButton functions for many weeks without needing the internet. 
Eventually, it will check online that its activation is genuine. If several 
weeks pass without connecting, warnings are given. Finally, if 
TalkButton can't connect to the online verification servers, it will cease 
to function.  
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To work again, the Mac simply needs to connect briefly to the internet 
and TalkButton will be instantly reactivated. Typical users never 
experience any interruptions.  
 
TalkButton can be installed and activated on multiple computers 
using the same product key up to the quantity of activations 
purchased. It can be deactivated and reactivated on multiple Macs 
as often as needed. 

 
A license for TalkButton can be purchased at www.talkbutton.net/buy 
at any time. 
 

To move TalkButton between Macs is quick and 
painless if the Macs are connected to the internet. Once 
entered, the product key is memorized on that computer 
so it does not need to be retyped. Deactivating on one 
Mac liberates an activation for use on another. So 
TalkButton can be installed on multiple Macs and an 
activation can be moved between them in seconds.  

 
Updates to TalkButton are free.  

 
Upgrades to a new major version of TalkButton will incur an upgrade 
fee for the purchase of a new product key (usually at a discount for 
owners of previous versions).  
 
Important: Before undertaking major computer hardware upgrades, 
changing drives, motherboard, etc., TalkButton should be first 
deactivated or our verification system might not recoginize your Mac 
and your activation may be lost.   
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9. Offline Activations  
 

TalkButton can also be activated on Macs that never connect to the 
internet. These computers are typically located in schools or behind 
firewalls. 
 
Please send a request to support@talkbutton.net to organize manual 
activation.   
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10. Voice Preferences 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Open Voice Preferences by clicking the 
Favorite Voices icon on the TalkButton 
toolbar, select Voice Preferences…  
(default hotkey: Option Comma) 
 
Click Voice 
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The built-in voices on a Mac are low quality for demonstration until 
they are upgraded to HQ (High Quality) by free updates from Apple. 
 
To download HQ voices for your Mac, go to Speech Preferences in 
your Mac's System Preferences (under the Apple menu).  
(In Mac OS 10.7, Text-to-speech is in Speech Preferences, in 10.8 to 10.11, in Dictation 
& Speech Preferences. In 10.12 and above, in Accessibility Preferences). 

 
TalkButton provides a quick way to get there. Just click the 
"Download Voices" button. 

 
 

Macintosh Speech Preferences 

 
 

Click Play to evaluate the selected voice before downloading.  
Check "Upgrade to enhanced quality". 

 
High quality voices take up significate space on your disk, so only 
download what's needed. After a voice has been successfully 
installed, it will appear in TalkButton's installed voices list.  
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Changing the Voice 
 
There are 5 methods to change TalkButton's speaking voice: 
 

1. Click on the favorite voices icon on TalkButton's toolbar.  
2. Use a hotkey to see the favorite voices menu. 

(default hotkey: Option V) 
3. Click on a voice name in Preferences à Voice.  
4. Use a hotkey to switch instantly between the 2 voices 

configured in Preferences à Voice à Switch Voice.                             
(default hotkey: Option F) 

5. Right click (click and hold) the TalkButton dock icon. 
 
To adjust the speaking rate or volume of each voice, open 
Preferences à Voice, change the voice to the one you wish to adjust, 
drag the rate and volume slider controls. Perform some text to speech 
in a Word document to test. 
 

 
 

Switch Voice 
 

Set up 2 favorite voices, 2 languages, 
And you can instantly switch between 
them with a hotkey for great ease and  
convenience. 

 
 
 

Announcing the Voice 
 
You can have the voice's first name announced on a voice change by 
clicking the Announce Voice checkbox option.  
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11. Toolbar Controls 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From Left to Right: 
 

 Repeat Speech 
 

Click to repeat last text-to-speech. 
(default hotkey: Option ←) 

 
 
TALK   II   ▶   Start and Stop and Pause Speech 

Click TALK to start text-to-speech. (TALK à II) 
Click II to pause.  (II à ▶) 

Click ▶ to continue text-to-speech. 

(default hotkey: Option Spacebar) 
 
The TALK button resets on a click or keypress in a document. 

 
 
      Record Speech 
 
 Click to RECORD voice as a spoken track in iTunes.  
 (default hotkey: Option R)   
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      Fast Forward Speech 
 
 Click to speed up text-to-speech.  
 Click again to return to normal speed.  
 (default hotkey: Option →) 
  
 
     
    Favorite Voices 
 

Click to see a menu of your favorite voices. 
The last command opens Voice Preferences... 
(default hotkey: option V) 
 

Voices appear in this menu if they are checked in Voice Preferences. 
	 			

	

	

Format Word Document	
 

Click to convert entire Microsoft Word doc into plain text.  
 
Important: All formatting will be lost! All images, web links, 
underlines, page layout, tables, etc., are removed to aid 
visualization, smooth highlighting and auto-scrolling.  
 
Formatting may take a few moments for very long documents on 
slower computers. 
 

The new formatting and layout of page is determined by the 
settings in General Preferences. To preserve original layout, 
duplicate your document before reformatting. 

 
(If a document is converted unintentionally, just click Undo in the Edit menu 
in Microsoft Word until page is restored) 
 
(default hotkey: Option S)  
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    Highlighting, Scrolling and Preferences 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Highlighting 

 
Highlight spoken words or lines during text-to-speech.  
 
Highlighting over web links and other formatting obstacles 
such as certain images, etc., is not always possible. In these 
cases, either turn off highlighting or reformat the document. 
(default hotkeys: Option W, Option L, Option O) 
 
The highlight color is set on your Mac in System Preferences à 
General. For convenience, a button is provided in TalkButton 
General Preferences. 

 
Auto-scrolling 

 
Scroll page automatically. Keeps spoken word at eye level during 
text-to-speech. (Works in draft view of Microsoft Word) 

 
Document is automatically switched to draft view during text-to-
speech if auto-scroll is on. 
(default hotkey: Option ↓) 

 
 

Preferences... 
 

Opens Preferences. 
 (default hotkey: Option Comma)    
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12. Text-to-Speech 
 
TalkButton is easy to use. Open a Word document using Microsoft 
Word, click anywhere in your text (inside a word will do) and then 
click TALK on the TalkButton toolbar.  
 
(Note: Locked documents are unlocked for speech unless password protected) 
 
Text-to-speech should now begin according to the voice, rate, 
volume, highlighting and auto-scroll settings in TalkButton.  
 
 
 
 

 

TALK will change to II (pause) 

Click II to pause speech.       

The II button will change to ▶  (continue) 

Click ▶, speech continues where it left off. 
 

TALK, pause, continue, are conveniently performed with one 
single button or hotkey.  
 (default hotkey: Option Space) 

 
Click       ("repeat")  to listen to the previous text-to-speech.  
(default hotkey: Option ⇽) 
 
TIP: When opening very long documents on slower computers, it pays 
to wait a moment for Word to paginate before starting text-to-speech. 
 
During text-to-speech, should the keyboard be accidently touched 
and a letter typed, text-to-speech will stop with the unwanted text 
change highlighted. Selecting undo from the edit menu of Microsoft 
Word will undo the change.  
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In applications other than Word, when in mode "TalkButton active 
everywhere", you must select the text you wish to hear. TalkButton 
will copy the selected text to Word and read it there.  
 
TIP: If you are listening to a very long document and you want to 
guarantee TalkButton will speak to the end without stopping, first 
select the entire text (Command A), then click TALK. 
 
 
Right-clicking the TalkButton dock icon gives 
access to many commands, including the  
ability to quickly change voice. 
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13. Record Voice to iTunes as a Spoken Track 
 
You can record text-to-speech to a track in iTunes. The tracks can be 
later synchronized with an iPhone or iPad or other compatible device 
for use away from your Mac.  
 
Click in the Word doc where you wish the recording to start, (or select 
the text) and click     . 
 
Or you can use a hotkey to begin the recording. 
(default hotkey: Option R)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Select the audio format in which you would like to create the audio 
file. (MP3 makes the smallest file of excellent quality).  
 
Give your track a name and click Record.  
 
A small window appears so you can monitor progress of the spoken 
track or cancel its creation. When completed, the audio will be found 
in an iTune’s playlist called TalkButton. 
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14. Hotkeys 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hint 
 
 
Hotkeys (keyboard shortcuts) control many of TalkButton functions. In 
the example above, Option Space is configured to talk and pause 
speech. A hotkey usually contains one or more 'modifier keys' (the 
Command, Option, Shift or Control keys) plus one normal key. You 
may also use a single F key (Function Key) at the top of the keyboard 
(except F1 thru F4) or a single key on a keypad if you have an 
extended keyboard. You can also use a single arrow key. 
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To set your own personal hotkeys, first check “Hotkeys active”, then 
click on the hotkey you wish to modify. The old hotkey will become 
selected. Press down all the keys of the entire new hotkey 
combination on the keyboard at once, just as you wish to use it, and it 
will be entered as a new shortcut for that action.  
 

 
Follow hints at bottom of hotkey window. 

 
It is important that a unique hotkey be chosen. If another app is 
configured to use the same hotkey, unexpected results might occur. 
 
Individual hotkeys may be activated or deactivated using the 
checkboxes on the left. 
 
 
Keyboard Symbol Chart: 
 
     SP  space bar 
     esc  escape key 
     ⇥  tab key 
     ⌅  enter key 
     #5  keypad 5 
     F6  function key 6 
     ⏎  return key 
Modifier Keys: 
     ⇧  shift key 
     ⌃  control key 
     ⌥  option key 
     ⌘  command key 
 
Example Hotkey:    ⌃⌥⌘T     control option command T  
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15. General Prefs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

TalkButton Active Everywhere 
  

Check to keep TalkButton visible and available to read text from 
other applications besides Microsoft Word.  
 
Echo also works everywhere according to this checkbox. 
 
Select text in a Mac application. Click TALK. The selected text 
automatically appears in a Word document called TalkButton 
Reader and is read there. Safari, Pages, TextEdit, Preview, etc., 
are compatible with this mode.   
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If left unchecked, TalkButton’s text-to-speech and echo work 
exclusively in Microsoft Word, and the toolbar is only visible if 
Microsoft Word (or TalkButton) is the active application. 

 
 

Word Document Formatting 
 
The document formatting command             formats all pages 
according to the settings here. 
 
This process aids the visualization of the page for visually impaired 
users and for smooth highlighting and scrolling. 
 
Long documents can take a few moments to convert depending on 
the speed of the computer. 
 
Zoom is equivalent to the zoom setting in Microsoft Word. 
Text can be All Bold or No Bold. 

 
 

Warn before Formatting 
 

Check to receive a warning before TalkButton formats a Word 
document. A warning can be useful in case the button is clicked 
accidently and the document receives unwanted changes.  
 
(If the document has unwanted changes, it can be restored via the 
Word à Edit à Undo command). 
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16. Echo  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Echo Typing 
  

Hear audio feedback of key presses. Options for characters, 
delete key, space  bar, or modifier keys, etc..  
 
(See General Preferences à TalkButton Active Everywhere to 
set echo typing exclusively in Microsoft Word or System wide). 
 
Modifiers Option, Shift, Command, Control, Function (fn), Caps 
Lock can be echoed. 
 
If typing is too fast and gets ahead of the echo, the echo can be 
halted by pressing the esc key on the top left of the keyboard. 

 
Use a different favorite voice for echo if desired. 
 
(default hotkey: Option H) 
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17. Troubleshooting 
 

Installation security problems? On earlier systems you can set 
security preferences to allow apps downloaded from anywhere to be 
installed. On recent systems, right click TalkButton, select Open. 

Accessibility problems? If you are updating TalkButton from an earlier 
version, you might have to uncheck and then recheck the 
accessibility setting in System Preferences à Security . 

In rare cases, problems can be resolved by resetting all of 
TalkButton's preferences. Launch TalkButton holding down the Option 
and Command keys until a dialog advises you of the changes. 

Voice quality problems? The built-in voices on the Mac are low quality 
(LQ) until they are upgraded. HQ (High Quality) voice downloads from 
Apple are free. Click the Download Voices button in TalkButton’s  
Voice Preferences to quickly access System Preferences to download 
voices. Voice files are large, so only download voices you wish to use. 

 

Visit www.talkbutton.net/support for the latest guides and information.  

Please contact support via email at support@talkbutton.net with any 
questions or problems or requests. 
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